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By Mr. Businger of Brookline, petition of Mary McTigue, John
A. Businger, Michael J. Barrett and Mark Roosevelt relative to the
disclosure of information concerning campaign finance contributions.
Election Laws.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Eighty-Nine.

An Act relative to information regarding campaign finance
CONTRIBUTIONS.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

1 Section 18 of Chapter 55 of the General Laws, as appearing
2 in the 1986 Official Edition, is hereby amended by striking lines
3 482 to 569 and adding in place thereof the following;
4 Each report required to be filed under the provisions of this
5 section by a candidate or a political committee shall disclose: (1)
6 the amount of money on hand at the beginning of the reporting
7 period; (2)(a) the full name and residential address, listed
8 alphabetically, of each person who has made a contribution,
9 except for those contributions identified in clauses (5) and (6) of

10 this paragraph and which shall be reported therein, in an amount
11 or value in excess of fifty dollars in the reporting period, and such
12 information for each contribution of less than or equal to the sum
13 of fifty dollars, if the aggregate of all contributions received from
14 such contributor within said reporting period is in excess of fifty
15 dollars, as the case may be; (b) in addition to the information
16 required under clause (2)(a) hereof, and only by each political
17 committee not organized on behalf of a candidate but excluding
18 each state committee as defined in section one of chapter fifty-
-19 two, the occupation and employer of each person who has made
20 a contribution, except for those contributions identified in clauses
21 (5) and (6) of this paragraph and which shall be reported therein,
22 in an amount or value in excess of two hundred dollars in the
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23 reporting period, and such information for each contribution of
24 less than or equal to the sum of two hundred dollars, if the
25 aggregate of all contributions received from such contributor
26 within said reporting period is in excess of two hundred dollars,
27 as the case may be; and (c) the amount or value and date of the
28 contribution and the total of all contributions listed under clauses
29 2(a) and 2(b) hereof; provided, however, that any contributions
30 resulting from any purchases from an individual, candidate, or
31 political committee, or from a person acting on behalf of said
32 individual, candidate, or political committee, whether through the
33 device of tickets, advertisements, or otherwise for any fundraising
34 activities, including testimonials, held on behalf of said individual,
35 candidate, or political committee, regardless of the purpose of
36 such activity, shall not be included together with those
37 contributions reportable under the provisions of this clause, but
38 shall be reported in clauses (3) and (7); (3) for those contributions
39 resulting from such purchases as are excluded from clause (2), (a)
40 the full name and residential address, listed alphabetically, ofeach
41 person who has made such purchases if the amount or value paid
42 is in excess of fifty dollars in the reporting period, and such
43 information for each amount or value paid for such purchase of
44 less than or equal to the sum of fifty dollars, if the aggregate of
45 all amounts or value paid for such purchases, made by said person
46 within said reporting period if in excess of fifty dollars; (b) in
47 addition to the information required under clause 3(a) hereof, and
48 only by each political committee not organized on behalf of a
49 candidate but excluding each state political committee as defined
50 in section one of chapter fifty-two, the occupation and employer
51 of each person who has made such purchases if the amount or
52 value paid is in excess of two hundred dollars in the reporting
53 period, and such information for each amount or value paid for
54 such purchase of less than or equal to the sum of two hundred
55 dollars, if the aggregate of all amounts or value paid for such
56 purchases made by said person within said reporting period is in
57 excess of two hundred dollars; and (c) the amount or value paid
58 and date of the purchase and the total of all amounts listed under
59 clauses 3(a) and 3(b) hereof; (4) the total amount or value of
60 contributions made in the reporting period, except for those
61 contributions as are excluded from clause (2), and not otherwise
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reported under clause (2); (5) the name and address, listed
alphabetically, of each candidate or political committee from
which was received, or to which was made, any transfer of money
or anthing of value, in the reporting period, together with the
amount or value and date of such transfer; (sa) the name and
address of the principal officers of any trust, foundation, and
association from which was received a contribution, as provided
in section ten; (6) the amount or value and date of each loan to
or from any person, in the reporting period, together with the
name and residential address, of the lender and endorser, if any,
listed alphabetically by name, and the amount or value and date
of each loan; (6a) only by each political committee not organized
on behalf of a candidate but excluding each state political
committee as defined in section one of chapter fifty-two, the
occupation and employer of each lender and endorser disclosed
pursuant to clause (6); (7) for those contributions resulting from
such purchases as are excluded from clause (2), the total amount
or value paid for such purchases, in the reporting period, and not
otherwise reported under clause (3); (8) the gross proceeds from
such amounts or value paid for such purchases as are excluded
from clause (2), in the reporting period, which is the sum of the
totals reported by clauses (3) and (7); (9) the net proceeds from
such amounts or value paid for such purchases as are excluded
from clause (2), in the reporting period, which is the total amount
of clause (8) minus sum of clauses (12) and (13); (10) the total
sum of all contributions received, in the reporting period, which
is the sum of clauses (2), (4), (5), (6), and (9); (11) the full name
and address, listed alphabetically, of each person to whom an
expenditure is made, in the reporting period, in an amount or
value of twenty-five dollars or more, the amount or value, date
and purpose of each such expenditure and total of all such
expenditures listed, and in the case of a political committee
supporting more than one candidate, the name and address, the
elective office held, if any, and office sought by each candidate
on whose behalf said expenditure was made; provided, however,
that any expenditure resulting from such purchases as are
excluded from clause (2) shall not be included together with those
expenditures reportable under this clause, but shall be reported
in clauses (12) and (13); (12) for those expenditures resulting from
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101 such purchases as are excluded from clause (11), the full name
102 and address, listed alphabetically, of each person to whom an
103 expenditure is made, in the reporting period, in an amount or
104 value of twenty-five dollars or more, the amount or value, date
105 and purpose of each such expenditure and the total of all such
106 expenditures listed; (13) for those expenditures resulting from
107 such purchases as are excluded from clause (11), the total amount
108 or value of such expenditures resulting from such purchases, in
109 the reporting period and not reported otherwise under clause (12);
110 (14) the total amount or value of expenditures made in the
11 1 reporting period, except those excluded from clause (11), and not
112 otherwise reported under clause (11); (15) the total sum of
113 expenditures made, in the reporting period, which is the sum of
114 clauses (11), (12), (13) and (14); (16) the amount and date of each
il5 then existing liability remaining unfulfilled and in force when the
116 report is made, the name and address of the person to whom the
117 liability exists, and a clear statement of the purpose for which it
118 was incurred; (17) a listing all banks or other financial institutions
119 used; and (18) in the event of the dissolution of a political
120 committee, a statement of such dissolution detailing the intended
121 or actual disposition of any residual funds.
122 In addition, each report required to be filed under the provisions
123 of this section shall also include, for those contributions where
124 said information does not otherwise appear on the report: (a) the
125 name, residential address and amount contributed in that
126 reporting period, of each person whose contributions in the
127 aggregate exceed more than fifty dollars in the calendar year and
128 (b) only by each political committee not organized on behalf of
129 a candidate but excluding each state political party as defined in
130 section one of chapter fifty-two, the occupation and employer of
131 each person whose contributions in the aggregate exceed more
132 than two hundred dollars in the calendar year.


